
#

30

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5101 215 4.58 1.57 31 3/8 9 1/2 37 1/2 6.97 4.28 121" 18

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Lateral Agility & Explosiveness, Patience/Tempo with Gap Runs, 

Strength/Balance/Toughness/Competes to create YAC, Mental Processing as Receiver, 

Hands in Short Areas

WORST

None

Gap/Power heavy run scheme and limited to a check down option out of 5/6-man Pass 

protections. 

College — 2012: None, 2013: Grade 2 MCL Sprain (Unspecified; missed final 2 games), 

2014: None, 2015: Ankle Sprain (Unspecified; missed 2 games), NFL — 2016: Grade 1 Lt 

MCL Sprain (Missed 1 week of TC practice), Grade 3 Left MCL Tear (Missed Weeks 1-4), 

2017: Torn Lt Meniscus (Missed entire season), 2018: Minor Hamstring Strain 

(Unspecified; missed 1 week of TC), Patella Strain (Undisclosed; Weeks 1-12), 2019: 

Undisclosed Minor Injury (Missed early portion of OTAs) 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year RB who has yet to start an NFL contest in 19 career games, playing in 6 contests in 2018 after suffering

a patella strain. 3rd season under HC John Harbaugh, OC Marty Mornhinweg, and RB coach Thomas Hammock

where he often ran Power, Counter, and Zone Run concepts from Dot (Pistol) and Offset alignments, as well as

occasionally being used as a Check-and-Release & Slip Screen receiving option. Solid height and weight with

good arm length and large thighs, a bubble butt, slight pudge in his midsection, and good upper body mass.

Displays good AA highlighted by very good lateral agility/explosiveness and contact balance, and solid

acceleration & long speed. Displays good vision, showing good mental processing with the tempo & patience to

let his blocks develop on Power and Counter schemes; gets LBs to flow on Split or I/Z with his eyes up toward

the play side prior to cutting back. Burst is solid with solid acceleration on Power/Counter concepts as well as

Zone runs to meet LBs at the LOS with solid pad level and uses very good explosive lateral agility to Jump Cut

and make athletic LBs miss in the hole with good ability to create. Solid in passing game; shows good mental

processing to sit down in Zone voids, using good hands with routes such as a Stab, Shoot, or Swing to secure

passes that are on-target or slightly out in front, and can torque back on the run for passes behind him due to

solid adjust in limited opportunities. Very good finish/YAC ability due to very good play strength, contact

balance, physical toughness, and competitiveness as a ball carrier; runs through arm tackles, steadily fires his

feet to consistently fall forward for extra yards vs. LBs, swats aside or powers low through DBs downfield, and

displays good mental toughness as effective short yardage option on 3rd/4th down. Solid pass blocker; scans

and finds target with good mental processing, shows good pad level and inside-out relation to create optimal

leverage, using very good lateral agility to mirror LBs before striking the chest with quick outer hand/forearm

to anchor with solid competitiveness and strength as a blocker. In limited opportunities, did not show ability to

cradle in low, inaccurate passes. Solid acceleration and long speed prevents him from outrunning fast

secondary pursuit to hit the home run. Displays adequate ball security due to his tendency to always fight for

extra yards while holding the ball to his chest with one arm. In Pass pro, attacks too early vs. athletic DBs and

with Cut blocks vs. quick DEs, opening the gate for quick counter moves to get by him. In the NFL, A starting

caliber RB who will likely end up in a rotational role due to durability concerns, that can wear down & punish

defenders at the POA in Gap or Zone schemes. Would excel in a Power/Counter heavy scheme where he can hit

defined holes due to his patience, using very good balance, strength, and toughness to create YAC as a runner

and receiver in short areas, as well as short yardage. Lacks the burst and long speed to outrun quick LB and DB

downfield pursuit angles and hit the home run, and is too aggressive at the POA to block highly athletic, smart

defenders. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

19
Games Started

0
Games Won

Long Speed, Timing of Strike in Pass Pro, Ball Security when Fighting for Extra Yards 

PROJECTION

Starting caliber RB who will likely end up in a rotational role due to durability concerns, 

that can wear down & punish defenders at the POA in Gap or Zone schemes. Would excel in 

a Power/Counter heavy scheme where he can use very good balance, strength, and 

toughness to create YAC as a runner and receiver in short areas, as well as short yardage. 

Lacks the burst and long speed to outrun quick LB or DB downfield pursuit angles and hit 

the home run, and is too aggressive at the POA to block highly athletic, smart defenders. 

2018: BUF (9/9), @KC (12/9), TB (12/16), @LAC (12/22), CLE (12/30)

10
Winning %

53%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2018 — 333 rush yards (3rd on team) over 60 carries, 5.6 YPC led team amongst players 

who had at least 60 carries, 2 rush TDs, 6 catches for 51 receiving yards, and 2 fumbles. 

Played 152 offensive snaps (12.8% of team total). Career — In 2016, played career-high 

258 offensive snaps (22.8% of team total), rushing for 382 yards over 88 carries (4.3 YPC), 

and catching 30 passes for 162 receiving yards. 
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Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

1-21-94 (25)
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